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1. Let

be a power series with Hadamard gaps,

<2) nk+\/nk>q>l (*>D,

convergent in U ! < 1 .

In 1963 G. and M. Weiss [1] proved that fiz) assumes every value infinitely

often in U ! < 1 , if the constant q in (2) satisfies

and

In 1964 Ch. Pommerenke [23 showed that f(z) assumes every value, at least

once, if (2) holds for some q>\ and

(3) lim sup^oo \ck\>0.

The purpose of this paper is the proof of

THEOREM 1. Let fiz) be given by (1), let (2) be satisfied for some q>\ and

suppose that (3) holds.

Then fiz) assumes every value infinitely often in | z | < l .

2, The proof is based on a lemma whose simplest form ip-l) was already-

used by G. and M. Weiss and on the idea, due to Hardy and Littlewood, of

accentuating the dominance of the largest term of the series (1) by successive
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differentiations.

LEMMA 1. If g(ζ) is holomorphic in \ζ\<R and if for some positive integer p

and

\g(p)(Q)\>A>0,

then g(ζ) assumes in \ζ\<R every value w lying in the disc

where K is a positive number depending only on p.

Proof Replacing giζ) by (g(RC) -g(Q))R~p, if necessary, we may suppose

that

By Cauchy's formula for the derivatives of a holomorphic function

\g(p+k)ί0)\<k\ M.

Therefore, if

giO^'ΣTn-lCnC (ICKl),

then, for n>p,

By a well-known Lemma on polynomials, due to H. Cartan, for every a > 0

1 Cp n-

outside circles the sum of whose diameters is less than Aeoc. Therefore, if

it is possible to find an r,

(5) cc<r<5ea<~

such that on the whole circle IC | = r

(6) \SCnζP\ =l<*MΛOI>-~-i4α*
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By (4), (6) and (5), on !cl = r,

l # ( C ) | > k , | | P ( C ) | - Σ Un\rn

n = y + \

(7) l M r ^
pi "" p+l l~r

1 p + l
pi " " • p+l

with the choice

(7) proves the existence of a circle |C| = r on which

(8) \g(ζ)\>KAp+1M"p

and the Lemma follows from (8) by Rouche's Theorem.

LEMMA 2. Let {nk}k*i be a sequence of positive integers satisfying (2), Let p

and v be positive integers. Put

Let

So<S<Sι

and write

Then it is possible to find a pQ depending only on q such that for p>po and all

large v

Proof If nk<p, then

(9)

If p<nu<n^y then

since

Substituting the valne of s0 and noting (2),
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(10) Wk/wk+i <supexp{/>(! -t + log/)}

< exp {p(1 - q"1 - log q)}

Since

the right hand side of (10) can be made less than 1/10 by choosing

/ , > .__]og_ω__ A . , Λ ,

By (9) and (10), it p>pι(q)t

in) Σ*<

If k>v>vo{p), then

Therefore, for all large v and k>v

(12)

where

In &^#, ψ{u)<ψ(q), Since

i rf tog^.JL i
p du s u 2

Therefore, if v is sufficiently large,

- 2 exp [ - jp(q- 1 -log

provided
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Then

(13) *Σk

The Lemma now follows with

pa = max (pΛq), pz(q))

from (11) and (13).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Put

lim sup*— \ck I = U.

If U< oo, let N be the least integer such that

\ck\<γU (k>N)

If C/= oo, set JV=O.

Let

Let v-vir) be the largest integer such that

Notice that

)t if C/=
(14) Λ

| c v | r Λ v > y C/ (r>r 0 ), if

Note also that v(r) -» °o as r-> 1 - 0.

This is obvious, if C/= °°, so that μ(r) is unbounded. But it is also true

for U< °°, since for some arbitrarily large k>

\ck\> \-U> \μ(r) (r<l).

We want to show that for any complex number c and any p, 0 < p < l ,

has a solution in p < U I < L Changing f(z) into f{z)-c, if necessary, it is

enough to consider the solutions of
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The assertion is certainly true, if f(z) has infinitely many zeros in \z \ < 1.

We shall now prove it under the (untenable) assumption that f{z) has only a

finite number of zeros in U I < 1 .

Choose p> max (N, po), where po is the constant ocςurring in Lemma 2.

Now choose r so close to 1 that, with the notation of Lemma 2,

This is possible, since v(r), and so also nVf tends to °° ias r->l. Consider

f(p){rsei9), where, as in Lemma 2, s^s^su By Lemma 2,

Σ**v»*<«*- 1) •(nk-p+l)ΪCk\{rs)nk

|r*v -~

Hence

/ ( ί l (^ f l ) = Σ?
(15) = nΛn, - 1) (nv - ί + 1) c,{rsei%)n^p + E,

\E\<γnΛnv-l) . . .

Now we apply Lemma 1 to

^(C)

In view of (15) g(Z) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 with

(16) M</KΛp)np\c,\{rsι)n*

A>/Kz(p)nϊ\

Therefore, by (14), for all r>n,

(17) >Ct(P, tf)|cvj.r*v

>C 3 ,

where Ca depends only on p, q and U.

The conclusion of Lemma 1 for our choice of g(ζ) asserts that f(z) takes

on every value w in the disc
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where C depends only on py q and U.

In particular f(z) will take on the value 0 in r> rOt if for some r arbitrarily

close to 1

(18) \f(r{soSlY
l2eiQ)\<C.

Suppose that (18) were not the case. We shall derive a contradiction with

the aid of the first fundamental Theorem of the Nevanlinna Theory. Since

βz) has only a finite number of zeros in UI<1,

If (18) is not true for r>r0, then

m(t9 1//)= 4
K J 0

Therefore, by the First Fundamental Theorem

m(tj) =tn{t,l/f)+N(t,l/f)

= 0(1);

That is to say that the function f(z) is of bounded Nevanlinna characteristic.

Then

(19) liπwi/(r* f t)

exists for almost all θ (3, Th. 7.25, p. 276). But, by (3),

Σ * k * | B = o o .

This implies that the radial limit (19) does not exist for almost all θ (3, Th.

6. 4, p. 203).

Therefore m(tff) (and so m(tf 1//)) must be unbounded and (18) holds.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. The result of G. and M. Weiss quoted in the introduction makes it

likely that condition (3) of Theorem 1 could be replaced by

I have not been able to prove this.
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It would also be interesting to know whether every sector a < arg z < β

contains zeros of f(z) under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help of Dr. Linda Sons in the prepara-

tion of this paper.
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